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Abstract
We review and analyze three theses to a fundamental
question for Conceptual Modelling, “What is a conceptual
model?” For each thesis we offer evidence that it is credible
and consider some of the research questions it entails. Our
study draws ideas from Philosophy, Cognitive Science,
Engineering and the Social Sciences, as well as several areas
within Computer Science, including Databases, Software
Engineering (SE), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Information
Systems Engineering (ISE).
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Context
A recent ER paper [Delcambre18] proposes “A Reference
Framework for Conceptual Modelling” that attempts to
answer fundamental questions about Conceptual
Modelling, such as: What is and isn’t a conceptual model?
Who does conceptual modelling? etc.
The paper includes the results of a workshop involving 40
or so experts who discussed alternative answers.
The results suggest a surprising diversity of views.
In this presentation, I consider three complementary
theses, answers to the question “What is a conceptual
model?”, referred to respectively as T.I, T.II and T.III.
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Why Philosophical Foundations?
Because the answers we give to fundamental question
about any research area tell us what is relevant research we
should take into account; they also suggest research
problems to tackle, and methodological tools to use.
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T.I Conceptual models as models of
mental representations
It is a basic tenet of Cognitive Science and Philosophy of
Mind that cognitive processes create, use and transform
mental representations of the world [SEP05].
These can be conceptual (consisting of concepts), e.g.
thoughts, or non-conceptual, e.g. sensations.
Conceptual models are computational models of
conceptual mental representations, to be used for purposes
of understanding, communication and problem solving.
Conceptual models are unique among models used
traditionally in Science and Engineering in that they don’t
model the world, but rather our conceptualizations of the
world.
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Computationality
Conceptual models are computational in that they are stored
in computers and are analyzed and reasoned with through
computational means.
Computationality renders conceptual models scalable and
analyzable. Pragmatically speaking, it is inconceivable that
conceptual modelling would be viable or interesting to
potential users if they were not computational.
It is no accident that conceptual models came about after
the advent of computers.
Computationality implies that Conceptual Modelling as a
research area covers algorithmic issues (e.g., complexity of
reasoning mechanisms) and database issues (e.g., scalable
query processing for large conceptual models).
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T.I raises research questions
What do we know about the properties and structure of
conceptual mental representations?
What modelling languages are appropriate for
representing conceptual mental representations?
How do we ensure that a conceptual model represents
faithfully a particular mental representation?
Note that mental representations are not observable, so
far: nobody has ever seen or otherwise sensed these
phantom mental phenomena.
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Concepts as atoms of thought
Concepts are the atoms of conceptual mental
representations. They are formed through experience (Locke,
Hume) and provide a “lens for looking at the world”, or “a
language of thought” [Fodor75].
There seems to be consensus that concepts come with a
definitional structure, are associated to other concepts
(Associationism, [SEP18]), and have instances/referents.
Most conceptual modelling languages adopt this
associationist perspective: semantic networks, semantic data
models, description logics, OO models, …
Others adopt a logical perspective: Concepts have a
propositional, rather than an associationist, structure.
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Qualitative models
AI has studied qualitative models that model a domain, but
in qualitative terms [Kuipers94].
For example, the model of a house may include rooms
labelled large/medium/small, rather than specify their size;
Such models are used for qualitative reasoning, a form of
common sense reasoning.
But such models model a domain in qualitative terms, not
somebody’s conceptualization of that domain.
For instance, we may use ‘qualification rules’ such as R to
build a qualitative model of a building from a quantitative one.
R := rooms of size ≤9sqm are labelled ‘small’, between 9sqm
and 64sqm ‘medium’ and over 64sqm ‘large’
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Qualitative models

(con’d)

Note that two qualitative models of the same domain will
always be the same if they use the same qualification rules; in
that sense they are objective.
But they need not be the same if they are conceptual;
conceptual models are intrinsically subjective.
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… But wait …
What evidence do we
have in support of the
thesis that conceptual
models are models of
mental representations?
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Brief history of Conceptual Modelling
In AI, Ross Quillian proposed semantic networks as a
model of human memory [Quillian66].
In Programming Languages, Ole-Johan Dahl proposed
Simula for simulation programs [Dahl68].
In Databases, Jean-Raymond Abrial proposed a semantic
model in 1974 [Abrial74], shortly followed by Peter Chen’s
entity-relationship model [Chen76] for modelling the
contents of a database
Doug Ross proposed the Structured Analysis and Design
Technique (SADT) as a “language for communicating ideas”
[Ross77] and used it to define software requirements
[Mylopoulos98]
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Semantic networks (Quillian 1966)
Animal
isa
has

Feather

Bird - can fly
isa

Penguin - can’t fly

isa
isa

Fish - can swim

Mammal
isa

eats

Shark

Human

Novel ideas
• Models are built out of concepts, associations and attributes
• Attributes and associations are inherited by default, from a single concept
• Computation is defined in terms of spreading activation -- e.g., discovering
different interpretations of “horse food”
horse --> animal –eats-> food
horse --> animal –madeOf-> meat --> food
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Simula (Dahl 1967)
customer
person
haircutPeriod
height
haircutPrice
weight

coors
enterQueue
payBill
newC, delC

barberShop
person
queue
height
barbers
weight

coors
serveCustomer
getPayment
newBS, delBS

barber
person
haircutTime
height
salary
weight

coors
giveHaircut
newB, DelB

• Proposed as an extension of ALGOL 60, to build easy-tounderstand models of a domain for simulation purposes.
• A (simulation) program consists of classes and instances.
• Classes model concepts, their properties and behaviours,
are organized into subclass hierarchies.
• Their instances model objects in the domain.
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Entity-Relationship Model (Chen 1975)
Customer

Places/
PlacedBy
1

M

Customers place orders; each
order contains many books

Order
M
M

Contains/
isContained

Book

Novel ideas
• Assumes that the domain of a database consists of entities and
relationships (ontological assumption)
• Shows how a conceptual schema can be mapped onto a logical one.
•

[Abrial’s semantic model was more akin to OO data models, but did
offer entities and relations too as modelling primitives]
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SADT -- Structured Analysis and Design
Technique (Ross 1977)
&
Seed & Vegie Plan
Budget
Prices

Weather
Plan

Budget

Money

Novel Ideas
• Model the environment
of a software system.
• Model consists of
activities and
data/objects using a
box-and-arrow notation.

Buy
Supplies

Fertilizer

Seeds

Cultivate
Plants

Pick
Produce
Vegetables

Vegetables

Extract
Seeds

Grow Vegetables
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Brief history (cont’d)
In AI, semantic networks served as foundation for
knowledge representation languages, e.g., KLONE
[Brachman78] and PSN [Levesque79], leading to Description
Logics [Baader03] and OWL, a WWW standard.
Dahl’s Simula evolved into Smalltalk at Xerox PARC, led to
OO Modelling and UML, also the Models conferences.
The ER model led to the ER conference series, and is used
routinely in industrial practice for conceptual schema design.
SADT was followed by formal requirements languages,
[Greenspan82], goal-oriented ones, KAOS [Dardenne93], i*
[Yu97] and led to the RE conference series.
New research threads of Conceptual Modelling have
sprang in Business Process Management (BPM), Enterprise
Architectures (EAs) and more.
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Common theme
A common theme that underlies all these efforts is the idea
of building models that view a domain “the way we do” and
are consequently easier to conceive, build and understand;
they are “intuitive”, “direct and natural” representations
[Hammer78] they “capture true meaning” [Roussopoulos75].
This common theme suggests that early proposals for
conceptual models were meant to capture (aka model) our
conceptualizations of a domain, rather than the real thing.
Note that concepts and their relationships don’t exist in any
domain, only in someone’s conceptualization of that domain.
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“Direct and natural”
“Direct and natural” means that they have a semantics
relative to the domain (direct), and they reflect our
conceptualizations of that domain (natural).

conceptualizationOf
modelOf

meaningOf
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Uses of conceptual models
In AI and Knowledge Representation (KR) these models
serve as knowledge bases for artificial agents who conduct
problem solving.
In Databases, SE, BPM, EA they serve as design models for
databases, software, business processes, enterprises, useful
for understanding and communication.
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How do we know anything about our
conceptualizations?
From things we say about our conceptual mental
representations.
For example, if you ask a database administrator to
describe for you the contents of her database and she tells
you that it’s about students taking courses, having marks,
etc., you can come up with an ER schema for it*.
In fact, Databases textbooks do teach how to go from a
natural language description of the contents of a database
to a conceptual schema, see [Atzeni99].
_____________
* But not a relational schema, because that is not a
conceptual model.
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Models in Science and Engineering
They are usually models of the spatio-temporal properties
of physical things.
They are objective in that they model the domain, not
someone’s conceptualization of the domain. Moreover, they
don’t include the concepts they use.
Consider the model of a building: Engineers use measuring
instruments to construct a 3D model; to build a conceptual
model, you’d ask an occupant to describe the building for
you.
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Newton’s second law, conceptually and
otherwise
The law states that F = M * A, where F stands for ‘force’, M
for ‘mass’ and A for ‘acceleration’.
But where are the concepts? Obviously, M and A are
qualities of a physical object, while F represents the strength
of an action (push) applied to that object, and the law is
relating the strength of the applied force to the object’s
physical properties M and A.
A conceptual model of this law would include entity class
PhysObject with attributes mass, velocity and
acceleration, action class ApplyForce with object and
strength attributes.
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Corollary: A completeness criterion for
conceptual models
Since conceptual models are to be used for understanding
and communication, they must satisfy two properties:
ü Every instance must be associated to relevant classes it
is an instance of;
ü Every attribute must be associated to its subject.
Conceptual models are actually used in Physics for
pedagogical purposes [MacKay19], but not for defining
physical laws …
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Conceptual models for some Sciences
and Engineering
Conceptual models capture subjective views of a domain.
Some Sciences need such models, including Cognitive
Science, Social Sciences, Law, Economics, Management
Sciences, and Computer Science.
Same for Engineering: Much of Engineering has to do with
the design of artifacts [Simon69]. And conceptual models
have proven themselves essential tools for doing design.
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Many models in Computer Science are
not conceptual
Machine Learning models are statistical, there are no
concepts.
Programs are not conceptual either, they consist of instances
of the concepts of procedure, data type, variable, etc., but
don’t include the concepts themselves.
Relational schemas are not conceptual as well, because they
say nothing about the meaning of data in a database, only
about its structure.
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Concepts must have coherence
Empiricists argue that concepts are learned from experience.
Most conceptual modelling languages represent concepts as
predicates and use connectives to define new concepts.
For example, say Man and Unmarried are modelled as
predicates M and U, then define Bachelor as M ∧ U.
According to this view, ¬M and M ∨ N define concepts too.
But do they? Concepts are supposed to capture observable
shared properties of their instances (‘coherence’).
Concepts such as ANY (with everything as an instance), and
¬C and C1 ∨ C2 are problematic because they have no
coherence; hence they are not learnable.
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Concepts as prototypes
Concepts in mainstream conceptual modelling languages
are defined in terms of necessary and sufficient rules and
instantiation is all-or-nothing. This leaves no room for relating
a cat-like figure to the concept of cat.
In prototype theory, on the other hand, instances of a
concept share a “family resemblance” [Wittgenstein53]. This
theory seems to offer a better account for what we know
about conceptual mental representations.
There has been work in KR that adopts a prototype
perspective for concepts [Minsky74].
There are other theories as well about the structure of
concepts [SEP05].
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T.II Conceptual models as artifacts
It is a basic tenet of Engineering that artifacts are designed
to fulfill their requirements.
Conceptual models are undoubtedly artifacts so they
should have requirements, Engineering dictates.
Moreover, according to Engineering, the quality of an
artifact is determined by how well it fulfills its requirements
(quality as “fitness-to-purpose”).
It is interesting that requirements for conceptual models is
a topic that has drawn very little attention within the ER
community.
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Requirements for conceptual models
For software, requirements concern the functions and
qualities that the system-to-be ought to have.
For conceptual models, requirements concern the coverage
and the qualities that the model-to-be ought to have.
For example, an enterprise model for a university
department, may be required to cover strategic objectives,
academic programmes, research activities, and academic staff;
for qualities we may want it to be 100% complete (no false
negatives) and ≥80% sound (few false positives).
Who are the stakeholders? Members of the department
with different areas of expertise, also modellers.
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T.III Conceptual models as social artifacts
A conceptual model is shaped by the perspective of the
cognitive agent whose mental representations it captures.
But, that agent need not be an individual, it could be a social
one, a group or an organizational unit, whose members are the
‘stakeholders’.
Now the conceptual model is a social artifact in that it needs
to capture the shared conceptualization of a group.
In fact, the conceptual models used for design, be they in
Databases,
Software
Engineering,
Business
Process
Management, etc. embrace this social perspective.
(BIG!) Problem: the shared conceptualization often doesn’t
exist, only the individual conceptualizations of its members.
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Social conceptual models
The modelling process for such models has to produce a
shared conceptualization and build a model for it.
Such a process has to be dialectic with stakeholders as
participants, that starts with an individual’s conceptual
model and evolves it into a shared one through an iterative
process of thesis-antithesis-synthesis.
For the University department example, modelling may
start with the perspective of the department chair, enriched
through argument with those of others.
Dialectics has an illustrious history; its current incarnation
in Computer Science is Argumentation Theory [Dung95].
[Borgida20] adopts such a dialectic perspective for
building requirements models.
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Implications
T.I adds a scientific perspective to Conceptual Modelling:
we are building models of mental phenomena that no one
has ever observed, but are nevertheless accepted as things
that exist and actually play a critical role in cognition.
T.II draws from fundamental principles in Engineering to
posit the necessity for adding a new component to any
conceptual modelling project: the definition, analysis and
validation of model requirements.
T.III draws ideas from Dialectics in Philosophy and the
Social Sciences to posit conceptual modelling as a dialectic
process of thesis-antithesis-synthesis.
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Conclusions
Conceptual models were initially proposed in several areas
of Computer Science as models of our conceptualizations of
a domain.
Conceptual Modelling is, or should be, a core topic in
Computer Science, to be taught at the undergraduate and
graduate level.
Equally importantly, Conceptual Modelling constitutes one
of the major contributions of Computer Science to other
Disciplines in that it offers a subjective type of modelling for
applications that don’t subscribe to the idea of an objective
truth.
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